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01 BY MS. MCKINNEY:
02
Welcome. My name is Suzy McKinney, and I'd like
03 to call this meeting to order this evening.
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04
David Mullinax, the Chair, is absent, and in his
05 absence Wayne and myself will conduct the meeting.
06
Before we get started, let's go ahead and walk
07 through the agenda. There should be some on the front
08 table and out by the front door.
09
Tonight we're going to review the status of the
10 removal activities, discuss the upcoming EE/CA, talk
11 briefly about the media event scheduled for tomorrow
12 morning and decide upon the schedule of upcoming
13 meetings, and then we'll open the floor to new
14 business, review the agenda items for the next meeting
15 and adjourn, hopefully, not too late.
16
Now, I'd like to go ahead and turn it over to
17 Wayne.
18 BY MR. BOGAN:
19
Good evening. For anybody who doesn't know me,
20 I'm Wayne Bogan, Project Manager for the Corps. For
21 those of you who do know me, you've got to bear with
22 me for another night, at least, right.
23
I set up the meeting tonight to be fairly brief.
24 I know we've been going at it for -- this is our sixth
25 time. We've got contractors on sites, and we're doing
00004
01 some work, so I want to go over that briefly and more
02 set this meeting up as a question and answer session
03 for anything that you might have or any concerns that
04 you might want to raise.
05
Hopefully, we'll get out of here within a very
06 short period of time.
07
The first thing they've got on there is the
08 status of the removal activities. You should have
09 received a copy of a schedule that was sent to you by
10 Suzy. What I've done is I started putting together a
11 status sheet that we're trying to use to make sure
12 Suzy is updated and she can get the information to you
13 all, but the park service and everybody else has kind
14 of a time schedule and some other issues and concerns
15 that are coming up.
16
As you'll see on the first chart on the top, we
17 have the schedule for Human Factors Application, which
18 is the contractor we have doing the removal action.
19 They're on the site. They were here on the 20th of
20 May. Okay. They have their trailers in position, and
21 they're out surveying grids and doing some other work
22 getting prepared to do what we call the intrusive
23 activities. In other words, the actual digging and
24 the work on the properties.
25
They're working first in Area 7 and Area 1B.
00005
01 We've got three teams that are going to be here
02 working, and they started coming in full force this
03 past Thursday and are prepared to start work today and
04 yesterday, if possible.
05
However, if you'll notice, the second action on
06 the status is the safety approval, which was due -07 due on the 5th of June. This is not an action
08 required by the contractor.
09
The contractor has submitted his safety approval
10 back when they turned in their work plan. The
11 approval went up to the Department of Army of Safety
12 and to the Department of Defense Explosive Safety
13 Board for review. It came back for comments. The
14 contractor responded to those comments, and now we're
15 just waiting on the Department of Army Safety to give
16 us the green light to go ahead working on the
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17 properties.
18
Like I said, that was due on the 5th of June.
19 When I talked to them Thursday, they said, "Okay.
20 We're going to have it Friday." Here it is Tuesday,
21 and they still haven't given it to us. So, for the
22 moment, it's out of our hands as to getting that, so
23 we've got the crews out doing some of the grid
24 layouts.
25
So, they're working, but they're not being used
00006
01 fully, yet, until we get this safety approval. I
02 called today to try and ask, again, what was happening
03 and didn't get an answer. The gentleman I talked to
04 wasn't in his office.
05
So, for the moment, that's all the Human Factors
06 Application or HFA is doing. They're just waiting on
07 the safety approval, and as soon as they start that,
08 they start full gear going into the cleanup
09 operations.
10
They'll go through this. They're going to,
11 again, work in Area 7 and Area 1B, then to Area 39,
12 then to Area 2, then to Area 3.
13
I just want to address Area 3, just briefly. I
14 know I wasn't here at the last meeting. Letters have
15 been sent out, as you know, to the landowners at
16 Wedgewood, and, hopefully, you've gotten copies of
17 those. If not, I'll get you copies of those letters.
18 All right.
19
The letters to the landowners identified that we
20 were going to try and start work in August. The
21 letters were written prior to getting the schedule
22 from HFA. Therefore, it's a little bit off.
23
HFA's schedule has them working in that area in
24 February, so I've got to send another letter out to
25 all the landowners around the Wedgewood area letting
00007
01 them know what's going on, and we'll try and answer
02 any of their questions, and, if they want, come in one
03 evening and just sit down with anybody in the
04 neighborhood and discuss what's happening and what's
05 going on.
06
After they do Area 3, then they should
07 demobilize. We hope to have them finishing up in
08 February, and the final report back to us on exactly
09 what they found and what they've done by May.
10
Does anyone have any questions about the removal
11 action or our contractor, HFA?
12 BY MR. THOMPSON:
13
They don't have anything to do with 0 -- the
14 00U6?
15 BY MR. BOGAN:
16
No, the contract was set up, and since the
17 alternative for OOU6 was government buy back, and it
18 didn't require ordnance cleanup, their scope of work
19 did not include OOU6.
20
00U6 is still in headquarters in our Washington
21 office, and I'm still waiting on approval on that one.
22 It's hit a snag. Whether -- I can't get them to tell
23 me what the problem is, whether it's policy or legal,
24 but they've told me they're still evaluating it, and
25 they haven't given me a date as to when they're going
00008
01 to give me a final answer -- not that I haven't tried
02 or not that Dr. Lowry hasn't tried to get an answer.
03 They wanted to resolve a couple issues, and so they'll
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04 let me know as soon as they get those done.
05 BY DR. LOWRY:
06
Wayne, could I -- can I have the floor for a
07 second?
08 BY MR. BOGAN:
09
Sure.
10 BY DR. LOWRY:
11
This is a letter. Floyd Spence, who is the
12 House Chairman of the Armed Services Committee -13 everything that the military spends, basically, passes
14 his desk -- sent the General Arthur E. Williams,
15 Commander of the United States Army Corps of
16 Engineers, a request about my property and this
17 request came in -- it was answered about a month
18 later, and I won't take you all's time reading all
19 this bull manure that's in here, except to give you
20 just a part of --21 BY MR. THOMPSON:
22
Excuse me. That made the newspaper.
23 BY DR. LOWRY:
24
I don't think he'll print that. Senator
25 Hollings, I think, said, "Bull manure," over the TV
00009
01 one night.
02
Anyway, furthermore, this is from the response
03 letter which was written by Otis Williams, Colonel,
04 Corps of Engineers, Executive Director, Directorate of
05 Military Programs.
06
"Furthermore, at any time during the process if
07 unexploded ordnance is discovered it is dealt with
08 immediately. For example, at Dr. W. Brownlee Lowry's
09 property, when ordnance was reported, we immediately
10 fielded a response team to recover the ordnance (while
11 we uncovered considerable inert fragmentation scrap,
12 only 4 pieces of potentially explosive ordnance were
13 recovered in a foot-by-foot metal detector search of
14 fifteen acres).
15
In the case of Dr. Lowry's property our further
16 investigation shows there is likely additional
17 ordnance beyond the original discoveries, however
18 potential unexploded ordnance contamination is likely
19 subsurface and quite light (there is considerable
20 inert fragmentation scrap). Dr. Lowry's
21 characterization of his property as 'covered with
22 projectiles, and also contaminated with white
23 phosphorus and other hazardous chemicals' has not been
24 borne out by our extensive investigation."
25 BY MR. OSBORNE:
00010
01
True or false?
02 BY DR. LOWRY:
03
And I -- well, wait a minute.
04
I'd just like to say that EE/CA, I believe, said
05 they could be probably -- Wayne, did you look this up
06 -- three --07 BY MR. BOGAN:
08
Yeah, I went by today and looked it up, and what
09 you're referring to is the --10 BY DR. LOWRY:
11
The number.
12 BY MR. BOGAN:
13
--- Risk Analysis estimate?
14 BY DR. LOWRY:
15
Yeah.
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
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17
Okay. It said, "There were estimated a density
18 of 1.3 unexploded ordnance, articles or pieces per
19 acre."
20 BY DR. LOWRY:
21
Okay. And they got this from, really, going
22 around 15 acres that they searched from my property.
23 It was around the peripheral of the impact area.
24 You've seen my land. You know. They did not go in
25 the main impact zone.
00011
01
And, so -- and they do say that it's under the
02 ground. So, my question of this Colonel is, How many
03 105s on your piece of land does it take to make it
04 unsafe?
05
But this is what you're running into Washington.
06 This is what Floyd Spence is running into, and I know
07 you're trying hard, and I appreciate your efforts; but
08 if this is the kind of stuff that the Corps is going
09 to send out, then I don't know whether my property
10 will ever be cleared up. That's all I've got to say.
11
This is hard to believe, though, that the
12 Colonel -- you know, we found, what was it, ten
13 unexploded -- ten spent 105s within a hundred square
14 foot area? You were there when I showed them to you.
15 BY MR. BOGAN:
16
Uh-huh (affirmative response).
17 BY DR. LOWRY:
18
And so there are some areas that have it quite
19 dense.
20 BY MR. BOGAN:
21
Potential, right.
22 BY DR. LOWRY:
23
And we just found a 60 millimeter mortar in that
24 same area, which was live with the firing pin was
25 still on it.
00012
01
So I just wanted, maybe the next time you talk
02 to him, Wayne, if you'd ask him how many 105s they
03 have to have on a piece of land per acre before it's
04 dangerous. I'd really appreciate it.
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
Yes, sir.
07 BY DR. LOWRY:
08
Maybe they give me an answer.
09 BY MR. BOGAN:
10
Yes, sir. Mr. Osborne, you had a question?
11 BY MR. OSBORNE:
12
I was just asking is that true or false, the
13 Colonel going ahead and saying that without doing
14 proper investigation on it?
15 BY MR. BOGAN:
16
They -- based on the EE/CA, they believe that
17 that was the proper investigation. In EE/CA it bears
18 out that for Dr. Lowry's property the estimate was 1.3
19 rounds per acre. Whereas, like in Area 7, I believe
20 they've got down that they estimated up to 49
21 unexploded ordnance rounds per acre.
22 BY DR. LOWRY:
23
One -- one -- one small ordnance as compared to
24 great big ordnance.
25 BY MR. BOGAN:
00013
01
On --02 BY DR. LOWRY:
03
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04 BY MR. BOGAN:
05
Sure.
06 BY DR. LOWRY:
07
May I have the floor one more time.
08
Did the EE/CA did show that there was phosphorus
09 -- there were phosphorus containers that had
10 phosphorus bursters on my property?
11 BY MR. BOGAN:
12
There was an explosive 105 millimeter white
13 phosphorus.
14 BY DR. LOWRY:
15
Yeah, and so, the Colonel's statement that
16 "white phosphorus has not been borne out" is not
17 really a correct statement, because you all did find
18 evidence that it had been fired there?
19 BY MR. BOGAN:
20
I'm not trying to second guess the Colonel, but
21 I believe he's probably saying --22 BY DR. LOWRY:
23
I'm not asking you to.
24 BY MR. BOGAN:
25
--- is that --00014
01 BY DR. LOWRY:
02
You hadn't found any actual phosphorus, but we
03 all know --04 BY MR. BOGAN:
05
Right.
06 BY DR. LOWRY:
07
--- if phosphorus, once it hits air, it ignites.
08 BY MR. BOGAN:
09
Right.
10 BY DR. LOWRY:
11
But any of that has not -- it's still
12 potentially -- the minute it hits air, it's going to
13 burn.
14 BY MR. BOGAN:
15
True.
16 BY DR. LOWRY:
17
And, secondly, "dangerous chemicals," it is -18 it has been documented that the lead levels on my
19 property are high.
20 BY MR. BOGAN:
21
And we've --22 BY DR. LOWRY:
23
And that is a dangerous chemical?
24 BY MR. BOGAN:
25
Right.
00015
01 BY DR. LOWRY:
02
I mean, according to the EPA, and I just wanted
03 to make that part of this public thing, because I will
04 write Floyd Spence back, and I -- just a part of this
05 meeting, I wanted to maybe share with you some of the
06 crap I've been having to put up with.
07 BY MR. BOGAN:
08
I believe that the lead contamination, they were
09 looking at that, that it was -- there was lead there,
10 but I don't know that they have enough background
11 information to compare to, so they're looking at and
12 didn't know that it was an extremely high level of
13 lead. I understand that lead has been proven to cause
14 lots of problems in various situations.
15
Yes, sir.
16 BY MR. OSBORNE:
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17
Going back to 003, and I thought it was
18 determined earlier that we wouldn't get any surprises.
19 That whatever was sent out to people that we would get
20 a copy of it, and at the last meeting I did bring a
21 copy of this letter, which was -- Suzy got and made
22 sure all the board members got.
23
But as of Sunday morning, I got a visit from a
24 Sheriff's officer stating that nobody has contacted
25 any Sheriff officers dating back to, oh, say, five,
00016
01 ten years or whatever, but he stated that, personally,
02 on Wedgewood Drive he picked up a case of 81
03 millimeter mortars.
04
Now we're talking about doing just hand
05 grenades, but is -- he says that if somebody would
06 start talking to some of these people that know and
07 has been called, and he would personally call the Army
08 Corps -- or the Army from Fort Jackson. They came up
09 and hauled it off.
10 BY MR. BOGAN:
11
Uh-huh (affirmative response).
12 BY MR. OSBORNE:
13
But we're talking a few years ago.
Now if he's
14 finding this on Wedgewood, what else do we find over
15 on Wedgewood?
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
17
I can't answer that.
18 BY MR. OSBORNE:
19
But when the EE/CA study was done, it showed
20 just three little spots on that. Was that all that
21 was tested or was the whole area tested?
22 BY MR. BOGAN:
23
Just those three pieces of property, based on
24 where people have told us they had found ordnance,
25 were the ones that were sampled.
00017
01
One problem we run into is that, you know, the
02 gentleman that you're talking with, and I'll need to
03 talk with him if he's found this, is that we -- we
04 tried to get as much information as we can.
05
I've talked personally with some people in the
06 Sheriff's Department, maybe I just didn't talk to the
07 right person, and asked them, "Do you have documents
08 dealing with finding stuff here and there?"
09
Sometimes they'll say, "Yes," and sometimes
10 they'll say, "No," so I try to get what we can get.
11
When the contractor was here, they set up, like
12 I said before, right down in the Voss Center, for a
13 week asking people -- put stuff in the newspaper and
14 asking people to come in. Granted, the newspaper may
15 not reach everyone, but a lot of people coming here
16 and there and piecemeal telling me, "Well, I know a
17 little bit about this, and I know a little bit about
18 that."
19
Short of contacting everyone, I'm not sure how I
20 can get all of these people, and that's why I want
21 anybody that has information to come and talk to me.
22 BY MR. OSBORNE:
23
Well, it seems to me that if somebody finds
24 something, the State Park, from what I understand,
25 they automatically call law enforcement.
00018
01 BY MR. BOGAN:
02
Uh-huh (affirmative response).
03 BY MR. OSBORNE:
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04
Which would be in that area. The Sheriff's
05 Office would handle it.
06 BY MR. BOGAN:
07
Right.
08 BY MR. OSBORNE:
09
And if -- if this is happening and we have the
10 Sheriff's Office going down there over the last years
11 and years, and they should have some kind of report on
12 all of this stuff, if not a paper report, then we
13 might have to do back, what he was telling me is a
14 mental report, that, "Hey, this is what's happened and
15 what I did."
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
17
Sure. I'll double check with them and find out
18 if there was a paper trail that relates to that
19 instance. If not, then maybe I need to sit down with
20 some of the deputies, whoever was there, and ask them
21 personally, "Have you run into anything?"
22 BY DR. LOWRY:
23
The ordnance -- the ordnance person for the
24 County Police Department just retired, and they've got
25 a new one who worked for HFA, so he's very qualified,
00019
01 thank goodness, but you might talk to the old ordnance
02 officer.
03 BY MR. BOGAN:
04
Okay.
05 BY DR. LOWRY:
06
And I think he's been on the force for quite
07 awhile. If you would like me to get his name, I will.
08 BY MR. OSBORNE:
09
And this person also has some property down in
10 this area that he's sort of worried about to the point
11 of how do we get a study done if he's worried about
12 maybe being contaminated? What do we do?
13 BY MR. BOGAN:
14
What I do is find out if it's located near one
15 of the areas we've already identified as potential
16 ordnance, and the next part we'd like to discuss is
17 the upcoming EE/CA.
18
I guess this is a good transition. Our other
19 contractor, Environmental Science and Engineering, who
20 did the first EE/CA, comes in and does another EE/CA
21 in August, and you have their schedule there as to
22 when they plan on being on the site, which should be
23 the final work plan the 15th of August.
24
Once they've got that finalized, then they can
25 -- we can give them notice to proceed. They will come
00020
01 back and they will be looking at, copies over here and
02 here, each of the different areas that we've
03 addressed, the high, the medium and low priority
04 areas. If we find any additional information, then I
05 can come in and go through Huntsville and task them
06 for looking at other areas.
07
At the same time, if there's something that
08 leads us to believe that property owner has ordnance
09 on his property, then we can look. But at the same
10 point, I can't come in and look at every single
11 person's property in the whole area.
12 BY MR. OSBORNE:
13
I understand.
14 BY MR. BOGAN:
15
But, yeah, we'd be willing to work with him and
16 check the property if it looks like it's going to have
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17 ordnance on it.
18 BY MR. OSBORNE:
19
Also, he stated on there, when he was talking to
20 me about Wedgewood Drive, that also other items of
21 explosives has been found in the cantonment area and
22 that they've hauled away, and I think this should be
23 brought up and found out in what areas and so forth.
24 BY MR. BOGAN:
25
Okay. If you can give me his name and number
00021
01 afterwards?
02 BY MR. OSBORNE:
03
I'll do it.
04 BY MR. BOGAN:
05
And I can give him a call, and we can see if we
06 find anything else.
07
The thing is, I've mentioned since the
08 beginning, this is one of our problems. Unless people
09 come and tell me where some of this stuff is, I don't
10 know exactly who to contact.
11 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
12
Harold, why don't you invite these people to
13 this meeting?
14 BY MR. OSBORNE:
15
I did.
16 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
17
Well, if they're so interested in it, --18 BY MR. OSBORNE:
19
He has to work.
20 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
21
--- and wanting to know about it and concerned
22 about it, why don't they come and talk to us? That's
23 what I don't understand.
24 BY MR. OSBORNE:
25
I understand exactly what you're saying.
00022
01 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
02
Okay.
03 BY MR. OSBORNE:
04
It's to the point that I can tell them, but I
05 can't force them.
06 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
07
Well, I know. I know that, but if they're
08 concerned and they're worried about it, like Dr.
09 Lowry, he's here. He's concerned. He's working.
10 He's writing. But I hear these hearsay stories of
11 people doing this, doing that, but they don't come to
12 the meeting, and I tell them, too, "Come and tell us
13 something," but they don't, so --14 BY MR. OSBORNE:
15
If you're having the same problem, --16 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
17
Yeah.
18 BY MR. OSBORNE:
19
--- what do we do to do it?
20 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
21
Well, I mean, I --22 BY MR. OSBORNE:
23
Let's get some ideas. I don't what to do.
24 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
25
I ain't got none.
00023
01 BY MR. BOGAN:
02
I've got two suggestions in that case. Number
03 one, Suzy has set up, primarily for you all, a 1-800
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04 number. If someone has some ordnance, then we can see
05 about getting that information funneled to her.
06
The second is you all have my number. You are
07 more than welcome to give that to anyone. Have them
08 call me, and then say, "Hey, I've -- I've got some
09 potential ordnance site," or whatever, and if they
10 want, and they can't afford the phone call, then I can
11 ask them to hang up, then I can call back and put it
12 on our phone tab.
13 BY MR. THOMPSON:
14
You've got a question.
15 BY MR. BOGAN:
16
Yes, sir.
17 BY MR. RUSSELL SMITH:
18
Why can't we try to find out what these are?
19 Those could have been dummy ordnance.
20 BY MR. BOGAN:
21
I'll talk to the gentleman.
22 BY MR. RUSSELL SMITH:
23
And they're not -- they're not dangerous.
24 BY MR. BOGAN:
25
Right. I'll talk to the gentleman and find out
00024
01 exactly what they found.
02 BY MR. RUSSELL SMITH:
03
I'd say we need some evidence. A lot of people
04 tell tales.
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
One -- your name, sir?
07 BY MR. RUSSELL SMITH:
08
Russell Smith.
09 BY MR. BOGAN:
10
Mr. Smith, one of the things that we run into,
11 too, is if Fort Jackson does come and remove these,
12 whether it's through the Sheriff's Department or
13 whatever, they only keep their records for three
14 years. So if it's been over three years, then there's
15 probably not going to be a record through Fort
16 Jackson, unless the Sheriff's Department catches that.
17
So -- but if I got someone who can say, "I was
18 there" and as a witness, then that is strong evidence
19 to me that there's something there and I can follow up
20 on that. Okay.
21
Okay. Let's go into the discussion of the
22 EE/CA. As I presented in the other meetings back in
23 March and April, I looked at the high priority and the
24 medium priority, and we kind of glanced over the low
25 priority areas.
00025
01
What we've done is we've put together a map, and
02 I've asked our Huntsville to put this together, and
03 they've color coded the different areas, where they
04 are, which ones we're going to look at.
05
Okay. We also have on here, so that you have a
06 reference to the different areas we're working in now,
07 like Area 7 down at the park ranger's office,
08 recreation area; Area 1B; Area 2; Area 3 up in
09 Wedgewood. It doesn't have all the roads. It doesn't
10 have everything on it. We tried to make it a little
11 less cluttered than what it was.
12
These are areas based on the previous EE/CA and
13 based on the Supplemental Archive Search Report where
14 we came in and determined potential ordnance areas.
15
I've had a couple of people, just like what we
16 were talking about, who have called me up and say,
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17 "Hey, I have a piece of property near such and such.
18 Do I need to look?"
19
Some cases they've then found extreme -- some
20 where we haven't found anything. I say, "No, we don't
21 know of anything there. There's probably -- there's
22 no reason to come and look," and I've had one or two
23 come up in some areas where we think there might be
24 some ordnance, and I'm trying to schedule those
25 through ESE to look at those starting in August.
00026
01
ESE will come in and they're going to hit the
02 high areas, which are primarily up around the
03 cantonment area. There's more sampling they're going
04 to do around Ordnance Operable Unit 3, which is going
05 to be to our advantage, because as they're sampling
06 around Wedgewood and they're sampling to other areas
07 that haven't already been looked at, if they find
08 something else there, HFA isn't scheduled to do any
09 cleanup actions there until February.
10
So anything they find in the meantime, then we
11 can go ahead and take care of it in February instead
12 of waiting until the next contract, which won't come
13 in for another year after they complete their report
14 in April of '97, so that will work to our advantage
15 there.
16
And we can also see about anything we find in
17 the meantime, ordnance that needs to be removed
18 immediately, if it's a large area, then we can try and
19 jostle priorities to get those areas taken care of,
20 too.
21
Other than going out, they'll come in, they'll
22 more sampling in the different areas, come back and
23 produce a report, and that's -- like I said, as we
24 find different sites that people are telling us about,
25 people calling me about, we try and add those on to
00027
01 the list and get those areas looked at, also.
02
Any questions about these?
03 BY MR. OSBORNE:
04
On this map, where is the rear entrance to Camp
05 Croft? I told by the guy that right down off of -06 what is that road here? The one that Mimosa Lake Road
07 comes off of it. But there's an entrance, back
08 entrance --09 BY DR. LOWRY:
10
This one?
11 BY MR. OSBORNE:
12
Yeah, this one right here. There's a back
13 entrance to Croft State Park.
14 BY MR. PERRY:
15
Cowford Bridge Road.
16 BY MR. OSBORNE:
17
Yeah, that's the one.
18 BY DR. LOWRY:
19
Cowford Bridge Road.
20 BY MR. OSBORNE:
21
Now where is that in comparison?
22 BY MR. BOGAN:
23
I would -- I don't have any roads on this map,
24 and we purposedly deleted them so it wouldn't be as
25 busy. I can sit and compare with you afterwards. But
00028
01 those, that's just to the east of Lake Craig. Lake
02 Craig is going to be right here, so it's going to be
03 over in this area.
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04 BY MR. OSBORNE:
05
And he says also this road right here goes down
06 to the old White Stone Springs. It says even the
07 springs are still available down there.
08 BY MR. BOGAN:
09
Okay. If they know of an area that we need to
10 look at down there, then we can see about adding it.
11 BY MR. OSBORNE:
12
Well, this is where the road is right in here.
13 BY DR. LOWRY:
14
Harold, I can show you once I get up there.
15 BY MR. OSBORNE:
16
Okay.
17 BY MR. BOGAN:
18
Any other questions about the Engineering
19 Evaluation? We're calling it Phase II. This is the
20 second EE/CA that we're doing.
21 BY MR. WIGGINS:
22
I need some information on A-32. I called today
23 about it.
24 BY MR. BOGAN:
25
Yes, sir. I've got a map, and what I can do
00029
01 afterwards, if you'll hang around --02 BY MR. WIGGINS:
03
I've got an area. I'm not sure. It looks just
04 about right in that area.
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
Mr. Wiggins?
07 BY MR. WIGGINS:
08
Yes.
09 BY MR. BOGAN:
10
George Wiggins. All right. I'll show you on a
11 map that looks a lot better than this one, and you can
12 actually see the contours in the roads and stuff, and
13 I'll be able to point out to you what's there, and I
14 brought my copy of the report that shows A-33 and A-32
15 and what we found and where we haven't found stuff,
16 and I think that will help answer some of your
17 questions.
18
Any other questions on the EE/CA?
19 (NO RESPONSE)
20 BY MR. BOGAN:
21
The next thing is the media day.
22 BY DR. LOWRY:
23
I've -- I've got one.
24 BY MR. BOGAN:
25
Yes, Dr. Lowry.
00030
01 BY DR. LOWRY:
02
When are they going to finish the first EE/CA?
03 Mainly, when are they going to finish my land or start
04 my land? I mean, it looks like we're getting into a
05 whole other phase of this thing, and they've just
06 totally set me aside. And I hate to sound selfish
07 about it, but, I mean, I do care about it.
08 BY MR. BOGAN:
09
Sure.
10 BY DR. LOWRY:
11
I've got to be -- I've -- I've -- I contacted
12 the Corps of Engineers over two years ago, and you
13 were there then, and I think you made one of the
14 initial visits, and this is one of the reasons I think
15 that more people don't come forward is that I now have
16 a piece of land that will be real hard for me to sell.
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17 I mean, I doubt very seriously that I might even get
18 financing on it.
19
And, so, this is two years and a heck of a lot
20 of time. You know how much I've talked on the phone
21 to you and how many letters I've written and so forth
22 and so on, and so is the Corps obligated to finish
23 this first EE/CA at all, or can they go ahead and
24 start eight or ten or nine more EE/CAs and go away
25 when they want to and just kind of stumble on me on
00031
01 the side?
02 BY MR. BOGAN:
03
Okay. I see what you're talking about. Let me
04 best explain how we're working this.
05
In the process of looking at these projects, we
06 have essentially four phases that we go through. The
07 first is the preliminary assessment, which I did in
08 '91. The second phase is an Archive Search Report.
09 We've done two of those. The next is the Engineering
10 Evaluation Cost Analysis, the EE/CA, and then from the
11 EE/CA, that then leads into our remedial action phase.
12 BY DR. LOWRY:
13
Yes, we will.
14 BY MR. BOGAN:
15
And what I've done is -- and what the Corps has
16 done is we've sub-divided the property. We took the
17 EE/CA. We found the areas where we knew there was
18 contamination. We sampled them. We looked at them.
19 The EE/CA is a little more detailed than the Archive
20 Search Report.
21
While they were sampling the EE/CAs in Area 7
22 and Area 3, and on your property in Area 6, we had
23 them also working on an additional Archive Search
24 Report. So at the same time they're sampling in known
25 areas, they were trying to dig up more information
00032
01 about areas that were potentials.
02
And so, we've gone from known areas -- instead
03 of sitting and waiting on known areas to find more
04 known areas, we've gone ahead and said, "Okay. We
05 know where ordnance is. Clean it up," and that's
06 where we identified your property, Area 6, Area 7, 2,
07 3, 1B and A-39.
08
While they did the Supplemental, that leads into
09 -- from research into actual sampling, which is the
10 second EE/CA that we're doing, Phase II. So on the
11 areas that -- when we were sampling here, we were just
12 doing research on it, now we're doing sampling on
13 these areas while we're doing construction on the
14 first EE/CA areas.
15
And I understand your frustration about your
16 property not -- nothing happening. You and I have
17 talked at length about that.
18
Okay. What I've essentially done is divided it
19 almost into two projects. We've got the one, the
20 first EE/CA was completed and we're doing construction
21 on that. Now we've gone into sampling, the second
22 phase, then we'll do -- after we do the sampling,
23 we'll do construction on those areas instead of just
24 waiting until we've looked at everything and then do
25 construction.
00033
01 BY DR. LOWRY:
02
In other words, they just set me aside forever.
03 BY MR. BOGAN:
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04
Not necessarily. They have to do something with
05 your property. When they're going to give us a
06 decision on that, I don't know.
07 BY DR. LOWRY:
08
Well, I know that you've tried very hard. I'm
09 not meaning to put any pressure on you. I was just
10 wondering if there's anything -- if I can step down
11 from this committee, and, you know, if this committee
12 could even recommend that something -- some decision
13 be made. It kind of leaves me in a bind. I did come
14 forward. You all didn't identify this property. I
15 identified the property.
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
17
Right.
18 BY DR. LOWRY:
19
And I essentially then have a whole lot of money
20 sunk into a piece of land that I couldn't get rid of,
21 so you can understand my frustration on that.
22 BY MR. BOGAN:
23
Yes, sir. Anything that -- any decision the
24 board makes that you want to decide about a particular
25 piece of property we're doing work on, you want to
00034
01 make recommendations or whatever, that's your purpose.
02
If you want to do anything, let me know. That
03 was part of my reason for not being co-chairman was
04 that they wouldn't like -- they wouldn't like somebody
05 from the Corps of Engineers telling the Corps of
06 Engineers what they can and can't do or recommend
07 recommendations.
08 BY MR. THOMPSON:
09
Well, I may be asking a stupid question now, but
10 we had the EE/CA report in at areas.
11 BY MR. BOGAN:
12
Yes, sir.
13 BY MR. THOMPSON:
14
And we're not -- we're not even finishing that
15 up?
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
17
Yes, we've looked -- all the areas that were
18 addressed in the EE/CA have either turned up as "No
19 Further Action," or "Further Action," and those areas
20 that require further action, we're working on now.
21 That's what HFA is doing. They're doing Area 2, Area
22 7, 1B, Area 3. Dr. Lowry's, which was Area 6, was in
23 there, but since we did the government buy back, it
24 kind of got put off to the side, separated so that we
25 can go ahead and do construction on these others.
00035
01
Since you don't actually have to have a
02 contractor to do the fencing, as it was required on
03 the buy back on his, then they were separated out so
04 they could go ahead and start construction on these
05 other areas.
06
Everything that was sampled in the EE/CA we're
07 working on now with the exception of Dr. Lowry's,
08 which we're waiting on.
09 BY MR. THOMPSON:
10
What are you waiting on?
11 BY MR. BOGAN:
12
We're waiting on approval, so we can go ahead
13 and do the government buy back.
14
Any other questions on EE/CA?
15 (NO RESPONSE)
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
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17
Tomorrow morning we're going to have what we
18 call a media day. We've asked members of the press
19 and everyone else, since we have a contractor on the
20 site, to come and see exactly how we're going to do
21 and use our magnetometers. They're going to set up a
22 test grid, give a demonstration of the magnetometers.
23 The members of the board are invited to come if you
24 would like to come. It's going to be at 9:00 tomorrow
25 morning down in Area 7 next to the ranger's office.
00036
01
It's going to be strictly a -- showing how the
02 grid is set up, how the crews walk through a grid and
03 test for anomalies, test for finding ordnance. Since
04 -- especially since we don't have safety approval, no
05 digging, no excavation of any kind is going to take
06 place.
07 BY DR. POWELL:
08
What time is that, Wayne?
09 BY MR. BOGAN:
10
9:00 a.m. All right. Essentially, all we're
11 doing is get a quick briefing of the status of where
12 we are, which is essentially what you're getting now;
13 the schedules, we'll hand out to anyone who wants a
14 copy of those schedules; give a demonstration, which
15 you also saw very similar in the video last month,
16 from what I understand; and then answer any questions
17 that they may have.
18 BY MR. THOMPSON:
19
Do you think October is still a firm date to
20 finish?
21 BY MR. BOGAN:
22
Yes, sir, as long as we get the safety approval
23 soon. If they wait four months to give the safety
24 approval, which is highly unlikely, that would put us
25 off. But as long as they go through and the
00037
01 contractor goes through this area, then October should
02 be a good time to finish up. If they don't find very
03 much, then they'll finish early.
04
The comment that I've gotten from Washington on
05 the safety approval is it was one of the better ones
06 that they've seen as far as the safety submissions.
07 Why it's taking them a couple of extra days to finish
08 up their review, I'm not sure. They were encouraged
09 that it should come up within the next couple of days.
10
All right. No other questions on the media day?
11 BY MR. OSBORNE:
12
How long have we known about this?
13 BY MR. BOGAN:
14
About what?
15 BY MR. OSBORNE:
16
The media day.
17 BY MR. BOGAN:
18
I scheduled it when I got back from my annual
19 training, which was about two weeks ago.
20 BY MR. OSBORNE:
21
Why weren't we informed?
22 BY MR. BOGAN:
23
Well, the letter -- the information you were
24 sent by Suzy, the packet with the photograph of the
25 signs and all that stuff, had information in there
00038
01 about the media day.
02 BY MS. MCKINNEY:
03
I didn't -- I didn't have the details. I had
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04 the date and time.
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
And we didn't actually get the media day set up
07 and press releases sent out until late last week. I'm
08 not sure of the exact date.
09 BY MR. DAVID RICH:
10
Thursday afternoon, late.
11 BY MR. BOGAN:
12
Thursday afternoon. I was hoping just by it
13 already being on the agenda, that gave you as much
14 information as we could give you, as far as time,
15 because that was sent out at the time Suzy sent out
16 her information.
17 BY MR. OSBORNE:
18
It's just hard to go change scheduling if you've
19 already made appointments and so forth, then all of a
20 sudden you found out about something, then -- which
21 you should be there.
22
And as far as I'm concerned, I think the board
23 should have priority on knowing what's going on over
24 what the media does. I don't mind the media being
25 there on everything, but for lack of the same thing,
00039
01 the media is going to be first on it, and we're coming
02 in second, because you just made the announcement of
03 when you're going to have it.
04 BY MR. BOGAN:
05
The -- I just made the announcement to you, yes.
06 Even if I had mailed the stuff off, we didn't
07 formalize and get the schedule and the briefing set up
08 until David sent the stuff out on Thursday. If I had
09 even put it in the mail to you, you wouldn't have
10 gotten it until last night.
11 BY MR. OSBORNE:
12
Well, there's 19 of us. We could have gotten 19
13 phone calls.
14 BY MR. BOGAN:
15
Potentially, yes, but this is all information
16 that you've already had before, and you've seen the
17 video of what they're going to do. I'm sorry if I
18 didn't get it to you soon enough, but this was not a
19 -- this is kind of a quick reaction when I came back.
20 We've got a contractor on site. I want to at least
21 get something out to let people know that we do have a
22 contractor out and working. You already knew that we
23 had a contractor. I mean, you knew what day he was
24 going to be on site, and --25 BY MR. OSBORNE:
00040
01
You mean at this point I can go down and talk to
02 that contractor anytime, and if he wants to take me on
03 the site, he can do that?
04 BY MR. BOGAN:
05
No, sir.
06 BY MR. OSBORNE:
07
All right. Then what -- what's the point of me
08 knowing when he's there or what? It don't have any
09 bearing on anything. What I'm trying to say is, and I
10 made the point earlier, I do not like to come into
11 this meeting and then you telling me something that
12 should have been told to me two weeks ago so that I
13 could prepare myself for it, either to the point of
14 rescheduling some appointments and/or looking up
15 information or whatever, and I -- it just don't make
16 good sense to have you come to me tonight that we're
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17 going to do it at 9:00 in the morning. I'm sorry. It
18 just don't work.
19 BY MS. WHEELER:
20
Mr. Osborne, sometimes things are impossible to
21 carry out.
22 BY MR. OSBORNE:
23
They knew it last Thursday. They could have
24 made a phone call.
25 BY MS. WHEELER:
00041
01
What difference does it make whether it was
02 Thursday or Tuesday? If you want to go, go.
03
Go on to the next thing, Wayne, please.
04 BY MS. MAXINE LEE:
05
How did the media get it before you?
06 BY MR. OSBORNE:
07
That's a good point, too.
08 BY MS. MAXINE LEE:
09
Telephone call?
10 BY MR. OSBORNE:
11
I don't know.
12 BY MR. DAVID RICH:
13
As -- as the Public Affairs officer of the
14 Charleston District, I've talked with Wayne about the
15 possibility of having another media event. We had one
16 some a year and a half ago, I guess, and there were
17 several members of the print and the electronic media,
18 which attended then. There obviously has been a great
19 deal of activity and a good deal of press coverage of
20 the activities of Camp Croft, Croft State Park and the
21 surrounding areas.
22
I've had a couple of requests from the media
23 fairly recently of what was going to be going on.
24 This was my decision to have a media event as part of
25 my responsibility as the Public Affairs officer.
00042
01
At -- as -- when we finally finalized the plans
02 sometime on Thursday, Wayne and I were talking about
03 it, and he said, "Would it be all right for the board
04 to come?" It was not event for the RAB. It was from
05 the Public Affairs office, it was an event for the
06 media.
07
I said, "Certainly, it's all right for the RAB
08 to come."
09
We were out of the office. The Corps was closed
10 down for all practical purposes all day Friday. It
11 was our organization day. We did not even report to
12 the office. We reported to the site for the
13 organization day activities.
14
It -- I suppose I could have taken it upon
15 myself or Wayne could have to make 19 phone calls to
16 say, "Oh, by the way, if you would like to come, you
17 may, to a media event."
18
And I am sure that if we want to set up an
19 activity for the RAB members, that could be done.
20 It's -- it simply -- since -- and I was at the last
21 meeting. Wayne wasn't. I was at the last meeting.
22 The video that we saw is essentially what -- as a
23 matter of fact, we saw more video of the activities
24 than what real -- of what we're going to see tomorrow.
25
But you're certainly welcome to be there
00043
01 tomorrow, and I'll bet, if there's enough interest, we
02 can set up an activity for the RAB members. And I may
03 be speaking out of turn here, Wayne. I don't know.
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04 BY MR. BOGAN:
05
That's not a problem, and the area that they're
06 going to look at is one that you've already had the
07 tour of. The information that they're going to see is
08 -- you've already seen more on the video. I thought
09 that I got enough information to you in advance
10 letting you know that there was going to be a media
11 day, but I apologize if I didn't.
12
The next event on the schedule is the schedule
13 for the upcoming meetings. The next meeting is
14 scheduled for September. I wanted to see if there was
15 any discussion on whether or not that was -- if you
16 need to meet in July or August, or if you just wanted
17 to wait until September for the next meeting and go to
18 a quarterly basis after tonight's meeting? So, it
19 would be in September, December, and then for every
20 three months after that.
21 BY DR. LOWRY:
22
Do you need a motion for that?
23 BY MR. BOGAN:
24
Well, you can discuss it among yourselves. And
25 if you want to have it more often, then you can put
00044
01 forward a motion to have it more often.
02 BY MR. THOMPSON:
03
I think it's a wonderful idea myself.
04 BY DR. LOWRY:
05
I second his wonderful idea motion.
06 BY MR. THOMPSON:
07
I'd like to --08 BY MR. BOGAN:
09
The meeting is already -- the meetings are
10 already set up on a quarterly basis through the
11 contract we have with Zapata, so there's no need for
12 you to discuss making it that way.
13
The only thing that you would need to discuss is
14 if you want to change it to meet more often or meet at
15 a different time, then you would need to make those
16 discussions.
17
Seeing no discussions, what's the date of our
18 next meeting?
19 BY MS. MCKINNEY:
20
The second Tuesday of September.
21 BY MR. BOGAN:
22
The second Tuesday of September.
23 BY MS. MCKINNEY:
24
I don't have a calendar.
25 BY MR. BOGAN:
00045
01
Let me grab a calendar just so we'll make sure.
02 BY MR. THOMPSON:
03
Let me ask one question. I think it's
04 wonderful, but since this thing is supposedly in -05 Area 7 is supposed to end in October, is there any way
06 we can get a report, monthly reports on what they're
07 finding and what it's costing and so on and so forth?
08 BY MR. BOGAN:
09
We set up a requirement, based on the last
10 meeting when you asked for status reports, but I can't
11 give you one right now because we really haven't done
12 anything.
13 BY MR. THOMPSON:
14
Right.
15 BY MR. BOGAN:
16
But on a monthly basis, I have to report to my
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17 Project Review Board, and those status reports and
18 potentially more -- actually more information is
19 coming due on a monthly basis on a report stating what
20 they found, types of rounds, and that type of
21 information and what areas are clear.
22
If they finish Area 1B, then we'll put in there
23 that, you know, we finished Area 1B and we finished
24 Area 7.
25 BY DR. LOWRY:
00046
01
Would you all be so kind -- I know on my
02 property you recorded the depth of what you found it,
03 but I would like to know the depth which they found
04 this, please?
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
Okay.
07
If I -- in the first status report, if I
08 inadvertently forget, give me a call and let me know.
09
September 10th is the second Tuesday in
10 September.
11 BY MR. THOMPSON:
12
You know, I hate to see the State Park stay as
13 closed as long as it is. This safety report that
14 we're supposed to get, can't you move -- won't they
15 move any faster than that? Why is it taking so long?
16 We were going to start this thing in May and have it
17 opened in July. Now we're talking October.
18 BY DR. LOWRY:
19
They were on my property two months before they
20 stuck a shovel in the ground.
21 BY MR. THOMPSON:
22
What's the problem, Wayne?
23 BY MR. BOGAN:
24
The safety submission has to go to the
25 Department of Army Safety and to the Department of
00047
01 Defense Explosive Safety Board, and what they do is
02 essentially review exactly how the contractor is going
03 to dig, how they're going to lay explosives, how
04 they're going to find everything.
05
They told me that the report is one of the
06 better ones they've seen. Why they didn't have it by
07 now, I can't answer it, but that's --08 BY MR. THOMPSON:
09
How many times have these people done this
10 before?
11 BY MR. BOGAN:
12
Well, I'm not sure how many they review and I
13 don't know what their work load is, so I can't answer
14 it.
15 BY MR. THOMPSON:
16
We all requested the State Park to be closed
17 through, what, July, I believe. Now we're talking
18 October.
19 BY MR. BOGAN:
20
That was the initial -- that's what I was given
21 that it was only going to take three months to clean
22 Area 7, and the contractor in his work plan estimates
23 that starting in June, he won't finish until October.
24
I have -- in finishing up in July, that's where
25 I had based my information that they were going to
00048
01 start in August in Area 3 on Wedgewood. And, now,
02 based on the work plan, they can't start there until
03 February.
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04 BY MR. THOMPSON:
05
Gerard, does Grace know this?
06 BY MR. PERRY:
07
She sure does.
08 BY MR. BOGAN:
09
I wish I could answer why it's taking them
10 longer. I'm not sure.
11 BY DR. LOWRY:
12
We just got -- well, Wayne, we all understand
13 it's all in Washington.
14 BY MR. THOMPSON:
15
Can our congressmen do anything to push it?
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
17
We could try. That's -- but if they were
18 supposed to have that to me Friday and it's today, I'm
19 hoping it's just a matter of a day or two before they
20 finalize it and say, "Go to work." The crews are
21 ready to go. They're doing some other work in the
22 meantime. They're not just sitting still.
23
Normally, they would go to an area and lay the
24 grids and then clean it, then go to the next area, lay
25 the grids and clean it. Well, they're just going
00049
01 ahead and laying grids now, so when they get started,
02 they'll just go straight from area to area.
03
Mr. Osborne handed me a copy of the Park Review,
04 which is the Park -- South Carolina Department of
05 Parks, Recreation and Tourism newsletter.
This is
06 the Spring/Summer of '96, which has an article --07 BY MR. OSBORNE:
08
I just got it in the mail the day before
09 yesterday.
10 BY MR. BOGAN:
11
Which has an article that says, "Portions of the
12 Croft State Park to close for the summer."
13
Is there anything in particular you wanted to
14 discuss out of this?
15 BY MR. OSBORNE:
16
No.
17 BY MR. BOGAN:
18
If you want to look at this, it's here.
19
I've answered your questions about the current
20 contractor on site, the EE/CA, the media day. Is
21 there anything else that you might want to discuss?
22
I know Mr. Wiggins wants to meet with me
23 afterwards.
24 BY MR. HAMER:
25
Will you notify us if for some reason this thing
00050
01 is still hanging around in Washington?
02 BY MR. THOMPSON:
03
Yeah.
04 BY MR. BOGAN:
05
I'll tell you what I'll do. If for some reason
06 I don't have it by next Monday, I'll send a letter to
07 all of the RAB members, or I'll prepare either one
08 letter to Suzy, she sends to you or I'll send one to
09 you, identifying that we still don't have the safety
10 approval. Is that acceptable?
11 BY MR. HAMER:
12
Yeah, I think I certainly would like to know.
13 BY MR. THOMPSON:
14
I think, you know, there's a couple of people
15 that can probably move it a little bit, George, don't
16 you think, through Strom?
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17 BY MR. GEORGE MULLINAX:
18
If you think it will do any good, we can try it.
19 BY MR. THOMPSON:
20
Yeah.
21 BY MR. BOGAN:
22
Yes, sir.
23 BY MR. HENDERSON:
24
This is being held up in Corps' headquarters in
25 Washington?
00051
01 BY MR. BOGAN:
02
No, it's actually out of Corps' headquarters.
03 It's in the safety department where they review the
04 plans, and I don't know what kind of work load they've
05 got. They're normal -- they're normal review time on
06 these is like three to four months, and we've asked
07 them to do it in about three weeks, so they're
08 actually going a lot of faster than they normally do.
09 BY DR. POWELL:
10
And where -- where are they?
11 BY MR. BOGAN:
12
It's in the Department of Defense Explosive
13 Safety Board.
14 BY DR. POWELL:
15
In Huntsville?
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
17
And -- no, sir, that's in Washington. I think
18 it's in Washington.
19 BY DR. LOWRY:
20
Those are the people that recommend the depth
21 and all those things that I read to you all earlier
22 about depth.
23 BY DR. POWELL:
24
It's Washington, then?
25 BY DR. LOWRY:
00052
01
It's Washington, yes, sir.
02 BY MR. BOGAN:
03
Any new business to discuss?
04 (NO RESPONSE)
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
Okay. The agenda for the next meeting, we'll
07 just, for the moment, status, HFA's construction work.
08 We should be given status reports. Status of the next
09 EE/CA and sampling and what's going on there.
10
If you've got anything else, let Suzy know, and
11 we'll see if we can get it on the agenda for the next
12 meeting.
13
If no others, we can get a motion to adjourn?
14 BY MR. OSBORNE:
15
I got one thing I just want to make a mention to
16 him. He was wanting to know about when they do these
17 things. In the reports that's down at the library, it
18 gives day by day what they do or have done. Every day
19 that they went out, what they did, what they found,
20 the whole works. So, if you want to know what -- how
21 slow they're doing or whatever, you can read those
22 reports.
23 BY MR. BOGAN:
24
They put together a daily log of each position
25 down to -- I don't know if it's down to ten feet or
00053
01 whatever exactly.
02 BY DR. LOWRY:
03
It tells how many square feet they cover per
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04 day.
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
And it shows exactly what they've done. I
07 wasn't planning on giving you that much detail, but if
08 you request that much, then we can get that to you.
09 BY MR. THOMPSON:
10
I don't want that much. That's too much.
11 BY DR. LOWRY:
12
The more they find, the less they help.
13 BY MR. THOMPSON:
14
I just want to know if we made the right
15 decision.
16 BY MR. BOGAN:
17
So have we got a motion to adjourn for the
18 night?
19 BY DR. POWELL:
20
So move.
21 BY MR. BOGAN:
22
Second?
23 (SEVERAL SECOND)
24 BY MR. BOGAN:
25
All those in favor?
00054
01 (ALL IN FAVOR)
02 BY MR. BOGAN:
03
Opposed?
04 (NONE OPPOSED)
05 BY MR. BOGAN:
06
See you in September. If you've got any
07 questions, give me a call.
08 (MEETING CONCLUDED AT 7:50 P.M.)
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